
cplace

Apps & Solutions
Digitalize complex projects and business processes with cplace 

The powerful software platform allows users
to create new and highly customized business
solutions quickly and efficiently. Getting
started with cplace is easy, thanks to a well-
stocked toolbox of ready-to-use solution
components and apps for digitalizing key
business processes.

Designed to be combined freely into new
applications, they all connect to the same data
basis. Developed in close collaboration with
leading companies, cplace apps and solutions
can be deployed in a matter of days and
customized flexibly.

Collaborative Scheduling
Collaborative Scheduling in cplace allows you
to structure complex projects by subdividing
them into manageable, interconnected sub-
schedules, each with specific responsibilities
assigned.

This means you can delegate and subscribe to
processes and milestones across schedules.
A wide range of features supports you in iden-
tifying and addressing conflicts between
schedules and in communicating schedule
changes to other project stakeholders.

Risk Management
cplace gives you a powerful solution for
enterprise-wide or project-specific risk cal-
culation. Identify risks, define risk mitigation
strategies, and monitor activities and status
information. In addition, you can benefit from
highly effective analytics features. Using
cplace, the risks of companies and their
business environments can be assessed. For a
quick start, draw on a range of pre-configured,
industry-specific reports.
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https://bit.ly/collaborative-scheduling


Boards for Agile Work

The cplace Board integrates agile teams in an
enterprise software solution. Create individual
tasks, activities etc., maintain milestones and
project backlogs, build lists and assign tags.
Filtered dashboards, notifications and
individual access authorizations make sure
the current project status can be reviewed at
any time with a high degree of accuracy. Agile
approaches such as Kanban and Scrum as
well as hybrid methods are supported.

Strategy Execution 
Management

Strategic initiatives within the context of
corporate change management can be
planned, implemented, monitored and ana-
lyzed using cplace. Overall progress and the
gradual completion of individual tasks are
tracked, and bottlenecks are detected ins-
tantly.

Continuous Improvement 
Process (CIP)

The CIP app supports several methods that
help your enterprise incorporate the
continuous improvement process into its day-
to-day business routines: Plan-Do-Check-Act
cycle, 5S method, waste detection, ideas
management and lessons learned are ex-
plained, can be used in combination, and are
aggregated in a dashboard. Assessment mo-
dels can be customized individually.
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https://www.collaboration-factory.de/en/solution-profile/board-app


Presentation Graphics

The Presentation Graphics app enhances the
Collaborative Scheduling functionality by
adding a powerful solution for extracting sche-
dule information. Generate custom reports
with a few mouse clicks, and export them in
PDF, PNG or PowerPoint format. Use the app
to create project presentations for stake-
holders who do not work with cplace.

CCP Schedule Management
CCP Schedule Management provides a basis
for cross-company project management. It
allows collaborating enterprises to share
planning information and enables direct
integration of external schedule entries into
each company's internal schedule. The CCP
app supports efficient, secure collaboration
throughout value chains.

Complexity Management

This app visualizes complex interrelationships
and interdependencies in a company’s market
or product environment or within an
organizational or process context. A variety of
visualization methods are available for
representing and analyzing interdepend-
dencies. Bottlenecks and mutually influential
factors are detected, revealing efficiency
enhancement potential.
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Cost and Budget Management

This app supports comprehensive planning of
project-related costs and revenues. Users can
create cost proposals, assign budgets, keep
track of project costs, and make sure
expenses remain within budget and corre-
lated revenues. They can track the implement-
tation process, detect changes at an early
time, and take action accordingly.

cplace Workflow Manager
cplace Workflow Manager precisely represents
customer-specific processes and workflows

within the system. Using cplace Low-Code, you
can quickly and easily define individual
process logic, automate recurrent processes
or send automated notifications or e-mails.
This will significantly improve the quality of
your processes while saving time, costs and
manual effort.

Milestone Trend Analysis

Monitoring project progress is the project
manager’s bread and butter. The cplace
Milestone Trend Analysis app makes sure you
always keep a tab on your key milestones:
Select milestones for projects, programs or
portfolios flexibly at any time and keep track
of date changes on the project timeline, all in
a clearly-structured graphical user interface.
Detect shifting dates and new trends in due
time and use convenient features to control
and document your project.
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Meeting Management
In a tool-based working environment, cap-
turing and tracking tasks and decisions is an
indispensable prerequisite for efficient work.
The cplace Meeting Management app lets you
create tasks and decisions directly from
meetings and track them simultaneously with
tasks from other sources in well-structured,
custom dashboards. Furthermore, you can
generate logs and task lists and export them
to customizable Office templates to share with
other stakeholders, such as external process
owners.

About Us
collaboration Factory AG is a leading-edge software company with a focus on project and
collaboration management. Combining proven knowledge, expertise and a new business model, we
take a community-based development approach to create solutions that stand the test. Our game-
changing product is cplace, an exceptional platform for project work.

www.collaboration-factory.de | info@collaboration-factory.de
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Office Reporting
Use cplace Office Reporting to generate
appealing custom reports with the click of a
button. Select the desired Microsoft Office
template that defines the cplace information
you will incorporate in your report and how it
will be visualized. With the click of a button,
you can populate the report with real-time
information in the desired output format. The
app supports Microsoft PowerPoint, Excel,
Word and PDF as output formats.
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